
Day 5

Functions – Parameters – Scope – Return



Objectives

Students should be able to:

• Use functions.

• Differentiate between local variables and global variables.
• Use parameters effectively

• Use return values effectively.



Functions



Functions

• A function is a set of code that you give a name so that you can run that set of code 
whenever you want in your program without copying the code.

• The benefit of this is that if you need to change the code, you don’t have to look for 
everywhere you copied it to change it, which can become very difficult in larger programs.

• It also helps the code be more organized by separating bits and pieces of code into 
functions that do different things.



Example 1 – Without Function
Source Code Explanation

• In this code, we greet the user by saying 
hello and welcome. We ask them to enter 
their name. Then we greet them again.
• If we need to change the greeting, then 

we will have to change it both places.
• If we forget to change it one of the 

places, the program will not work as 
expected.
• Instead, we could put that code in a 

function and use the function.



Example 1 – Function Syntax
Source Code Explanation

• The first three lines of code shows us how 
to make a function.
• We use the word “def” which means 

we’re creating a function
• We then put the name we want to give 

the function. In this case we called it 
greet.
• We then put parentheses and a colon.
• Then indented under that we put the 

code that goes in the function.



Example 1 – Function Syntax
Source Code Explanation

• Note that this on its own does not run the 
code inside the function.
• To run the function, you “call” the function 

by putting its name and putting 
parentheses afterwards as seen on lines 5 
and 8.
• When a function is called, the code inside 

that function is run, so this program will 
work exactly like the original which didn’t 
have a function. It’s like the code in the 
function got copied everywhere the 
function was called.



Example 2 – Without Function
Source Code Explanation

• In this code, we print out a rectangle of 
asterisks.
• Notice that the first and last line of code 

are the same and should always be the 
same.
• So, we could put them in a function and 

use the function instead.



Example 2 – With Function
Source Code Explanation

• Here we created the displayEdge function 
which we use to print the top and bottom 
of the rectangle.
• Notice that printing out the sides uses 

repetitive code as well.
• These can be placed into a function as 

well.



Example 2 – Without Function
Source Code Explanation

• Here we created another function called 
displaySide.
• This replaces the several print statements 

we had.
• Since we are repeating the displaySide

function call, we can put it in a for loop 
instead.



Example 2 – With Function and Loop
Source Code Explanation

• Here we called the displaySide function in 
a for-each loop in order to run it 3 times.
• We can also put a function call inside 

another function.
• So, we could take all the code to display 

the rectangle and put it in one function.
• Then call that function.



Example 2 – With Function Calls
Source Code



Local and Global Variables



Local and Global Variables

• When a variable is created outside of a function, it is known as a global variable, and it 
can be used inside of any function.

• When a variable is created inside of a function, it is known as a local variable, and it can 
only be used inside of that function. Other functions can have a local variable with the 
same name, but these will count as different variables.



Example
Source Code Explanation

• In this code, we create a global variable 
called x and set it to 5.
• We create a function called myFunction

which creates a local variable called y and 
prints out both the local and global 
variable.
• We then call that function causing it to 

run.
• If we then try to print y like on the last 

line we get an error since y is local.



See Problem Set For Day 5
Question 1 – Name Prompt Function
Question 2 – Even Number Function
Question 3 – Sum of Range Function
Question 4 – List Insertion Function



Parameters



Parameters

• A lot of times, we don’t want a function to be too specific.

• There may be some local variables in the function that we do not want to give a specific 
value in the function itself.

• Instead, we want to specify the local variable’s value when we call the function.

• These sort of variables are called parameters.



Example 1
Source Code Explanation

• Look at the displayRect function from earlier. It is 
modified slightly to use a variable x.
• Because x is set to 3, every time we call the 

function, it runs the displaySide function 3 times.
• This means that if we wanted a function which 

does the same thing, but instead runs the 
displaySide function 4 times (or any other number), 
we would need a separate function for that.
• This is inconvenient and the better way to do it 

would be to use a parameter.



Example 1
Source Code Explanation

• Instead of setting x to a specific number, we place x 
in the brackets next to the function name.
• This indicates that x is a parameter.
• Now, whenever we call the function (like in the last 

two lines), we can specify what values to use for x.
• So displayRect(3) will run the displayRect function 

but using x as 3. and displayRect(7) will run the 
function using x as 7.



Example 1
Source Code Output



Multiple Parameters

• A function can have as many parameter variables as it needs.

• The parameter variables are listed out in the parentheses next to the function name.



Example 2
Source Code

Explanation
• This function sets the variables first to 1, 

and last to 100, and prints the numbers 
from first to last (from 1 to 100).
• So, whenever we call the function, it will 

always print the numbers starting at and 
ending at 100.
• If we want to change the first or last 

number, we will have to make a new 
function.
• We can make the function more useful by 

changing the variables first and last to 
parameters.



Example 2
Source Code Explanation

• Since first and last are now parameters, 
whenever we call the function, we need 
to specify what values to use for first and 
last.



See Problem Set For Day 5
Question 5 – Modify the previous questions 
so that they use parameters instead.
Question 6 – Modify day 4’s questions to use 
functions.



Return Values



Return Values

• Sometimes, we want a function to perform some sort of calculation or computation.

• The answer to this calculation could be stored in a local variable.

• However, we might want to use that answer outside of the function in the rest of the 
program, but since the variable is local, we can’t.

• To be able to use the answer outside of the function, we use something called a return 
value.



Example 1
Source Code

Explanation
• Here we are calculating a person’s BMI. If this is part of a larger program where 

we must calculate BMI several times, we may want to use a function instead of 
repeating the formula



Example 1
Source Code

Explanation
• Here we have a function which calculates 

the BMI using the parameters weight and 
height, then prints it out.
• In the program, we get the user’s weight 

and height, then call the function to 
calculate and print their BMI.
• The problem is that if we don’t want to print 

their BMI, and instead we want to use it 
somewhere else in the program, we can’t 
use this function.



Example 1
Source Code

Explanation
• To solve this issue, we use a return 

statement.
• The return statement allows us to take a 

calculation we made in the function and 
use it outside the function.
• In this function we are returning the BMI 

that we calculated.
• On line 7 we see how to use a return 

value. The function call itself gets replaced 
with the return value. In this case we are 
storing it in a variable.
• We can then do multiple things with this 

stored variable outside of the function.



See Problem Set For Day 5
Question 7 – Modify the previous questions 
so that they use return values. Modify day 4’s 
questions to use return values.
Note that not all functions need to have 
return values.


